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Microsoft Visio 2002 is known for its drag and drop simplicity: to create a diagram, you drag a shape from a stencil into the drawing page. It’s that simple. Then, connect the shapes with lines. Add some text, and then print your diagram. You’re done — in just a couple of minutes!

Many people use Visio in exactly that way: straight out of the box, with no modification. But this is just one of the many ways Visio was designed to be used — there are others. Specifically, you can customize Visio, and you can program Visio, which are the topics of this book.

This book, Learn Microsoft Visio 2002 for the Advanced User, shows you many techniques for customizing Visio:

 How to create and customize shapes, groups, masters, stencils, and template drawings.

 How to use the ShapeSheet, and understand the meaning of sections and cells, as well as the unique features of the Custom Properties section.

 How to export Visio data to an external database file, and how to set up a two-way link between the drawing and database file.

 How to program Visio using Visual Basic for Applications.
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Shodo: The Quiet Art of Japanese Zen Calligraphy, Learn the Wisdom of Zen Through Traditional Brush PaintingTuttle Publishing, 2014

	In this beautiful and extraordinary zen calligraphy book, Shozo Sato, an internationally recognized master of traditional Zen arts, teaches the art of Japanese calligraphy through the power and wisdom of Zen poetry.

	

	Single-line Zen Buddhist koan aphorisms, or zengo, are one of the most common subjects for the...
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Distibuted Systems: Design and AlgorithmsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	In today’s digital environment, distributed systems are increasingly present in a wide variety of environments, ranging from public software applications to critical systems.


	Distributed Systems introduces the underlying concepts, the associated design techniques and the related security issues.

	Distributed Systems:...
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Essential Urology: A Guide to Clinical Practice (Current Clinical Urology)Humana Press, 2004

	Leading urologists and expert specialists review and summarize for family practitioners the latest thinking about how best to evaluate, diagnose, and treat all the most commonly encountered urological conditions. Topics discussed range from urinary tract infections in children and adults to the evaluation and treatment of hematuria, kidney...
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Introduction to Real AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This text provides the fundamental concepts and techniques of real analysis for students in all of these areas. It helps one develop the ability to think deductively, analyse mathematical situations and extend ideas to a new context. Like the first three editions, this edition maintains the same spirit and user-friendly approach with addition...
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Red Hat Fedora Linux 2 All-in-One Desk Reference For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
9 books in 1– one great price for nine handy, quick reference guides!
Your one-stop guide to the latest release of this popular Linux distribution     

Get ready to tip your hat to the latest version of Fedora! From installing Fedora on your PC and using OpenOffice.org to securing your system and setting up servers, the nine...
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Solid-State Spectroscopy: An IntroductionSpringer, 2009
Spectroscopic methods have opened up a new horizon in our knowledge of solid-state materials. Numerous techniques using electromagnetic radiation or charged and neutral particles have been invented and worked out to a high level in order to provide more detailed information on the solids. The text presented here is an updated description of such...
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